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Did you ever wonder what stars are made of? 

You might not be surprised to know that stars are made of 

the same stuff as the rest of the Universe:

73% hydrogen, 25% helium, and the last 2% is all other elements

That’s it

Except for a few differences here and there

stars are made of pretty much the same stuff

But... how did we learn that? 
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LIGHT 

For nearly all astronomical objects, light brings us our only information 

Need to understand what light is and how it interacts with matter
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Light is a form of ENERGY 

•  White light is made up of many different 
colors 

Light is a form of ENERGY  

White light is made up of many different colors 
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Wave-Particle Duality of Light 

Light can behave like a wave

– Frequency, wavelength, amplitude

Light can also behave like a particle 

– Photons, discrete amounts of energy = ︎quanta︎ 

.

.
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Light as a WAVE 
Anatomy of a Wave 

Speed of light is the SAME 
for all wavelengths 

The shorter the wavelength, 
the more cycles pass per second 

How to remember equation?  

– Unit Analysis! 

= AMPLITUDE!
Anatomy of a Wave 

•  Speed of light is 
the SAME for all 
wavelengths 

•  The shorter the 
wavelength, the 
more cycles pass 
per second 
 

•  How to remember 
equation? 
–  Unit Analysis! 

Light as 
a WAVE 

.

.

.
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Light as a PARTICLE

Light can also be thought of as a particle ☛  photon.

Not proton

A photon is a mass-less particle of electromagnetic 

radiation energy 

.

Wave-particle duality seen in other particles           

(e.g., electrons) as well 

.
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Photon Energy Depends on 

Frequency/Wavelength 

Photon Energy = Planck’s constant x frequency

E = h x f
Higher frequencies  

or shorter wavelengths
MORE ENERGY

QUANTUM MECHANICS

⇒

(UV, X-rays more DANGEROUS!)

 E ∝ f  E ∝ 1/𝝀 
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The Electromagnetic Spectrum
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What is LIGHT? 

A.Light is a wave, like sound only much faster 

B. Light is like little particles ☛ each one is a photon  

C. Light is the absence of dark.  

D.A kind of energy we model with some of the properties of 

waves and some properties of particles 
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When compared to RED light (λ = 700 nm), 
Blue light (λ = 400 nm) is: 

A.Longer wavelength 

B. Lower Frequency  

C. Higher energy photons 

D.Faster photons 
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A.Longer wavelength 

B. Lower Frequency  

C. Higher energy photons 

D.Faster photons 

When compared to RED light (λ = 700 nm), 
Blue light (λ = 400 nm) is: 
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SO FAR

NEXT

LIGHT

MATTER AND THE INTERACTION OF LIGHT WITH MATTER
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Four Ways in Which Light can 
Interact with Matter    

1.  Emission – matter releases 
energy as light 

2.  Absorption – matter takes 
energy from light 

3.  Transmission – matter 
allows light to pass through it 

4.  Reflection – matter repels 
light in another direction 

Four Ways in Which Light 

can Interact with Matter 

1.- Emission – matter releases energy as light 

2.- Absorption – matter takes energy from light 

3.- Transmission – matter allows light to pass

4.- Reflection – matter repels light in another

through it 

direction 
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Four Ways in Which Light 
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4.- Reflection – matter repels light in another direction 

to pass through it 

from light 

as light 
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Why is a rose red? 

A.  The rose emits red light 

B.  The rose absorbs red light 

C.  The rose transmits red light 

D.  The rose reflects red light
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Why is a rose red? 
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Light as Information Bearer through 
its interaction with matter 

We can separate light into its different wavelengths (spectrum) 

Light as Information Bearer through 
its interaction with matter 

   By studying the spectrum of an object, we can learn its: 
•  Composition 
•  Temperature 
•  Velocity 

We can separate light into its different wavelengths (spectrum). 

need a microscopic description of matter
To understand the interaction of light with matter

ultraviolet blue green red infrared
waveength
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Light as Information Bearer through 
its interaction with matter 

   By studying the spectrum of an object, we can learn its: 
•  Composition 
•  Temperature 
•  Velocity 

We can separate light into its different wavelengths (spectrum). 

need a microscopic description of matter
To understand the interaction of light with matter

By studying the spectrum of an object, we can learn its 
composition, temperature and velocity 

To understand the interaction of light with matter need            

a microscopic description of matter 
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Matter: a Material World 

ATOM ☛ nucleus made of protons and neutrons 

A cloud made of electrons surrounds the nucleus 

Electrons are held onto the atom by electric force 

Electrons have negative electric charge 

Protons have positive electric charge

Neutrons are neutral

Electrically neutral atoms have the same number 
of protons and electrons 
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Atoms Involve Big Empty Spaces Atoms Involve Big Empty Spaces 

Nucleus:contains positively 
charged protons (red) and 
neutral neutrons (Gray)

Atom electrons are 
smeared out in a colad 
around the nucleus

10-10 meter

The nucleus is nearly 
100,000 times smaller than 
the atom but contains 
nearly all of its mass

Ten milloón atoms 
could fit end to 
end across this dot
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Hydrogen: simplest and 
most common 

Hydrogen: simplest and most common 

atomicé number = 1 

atomicé mass number = 1 

(1 electron)

Hydrogen (1H)
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atomicé number = 2 

atomicé mass number = 4 

(2 electrons)

Helium (4He)

Helium 
Helium
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The number of protons (atomic number) 

characterizes a certain chemical element

.

.Mostly an atom will have a certain normal 

number of neutrons along with the protons

But occasionally, an atom will have a few 

more or less neutrons than normal 

.

This is called an isotope of that element
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Carbon Isotopes Carbon Isotopes Carbon Isotopes Carbon Isotopes 
Different isotopos of a given element contain the same 

number of protons, but different numbers of neutrons

carbon-12 carbon-14carbon-13

12C 13C 14C

6 protons  

 6 neutrons

6 protons  

  7 neutrons

6 protons  

  8 neutrons
+ + +
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Deuterium is an isotope of Hydrogen

Which of the following makes sense  

for the composition of Deuterium?  

A.  1 proton,   0 neutrons, 1 electron 

B.  2 protons,  0 neutrons, 2 electrons 

C.  2 protons,  2 neutrons, 2 electrons 

D.  1 proton,   1 neutron,  1 electron
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Deuterium is an isotope of Hydrogen
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Periodic Table of the Elements 

Atomic Mass Number = # of protons + neutrons 
Atomic Number = # of protons in nucleus 

Periodic Table of the Elements 

Atomic Number = # of protons in nucleus 
Atomic Mass Number = # of protons + neutrons 
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What if an electron is missing? 

Atomic Number = 1

Atomic Mass Number = 1
H+1

p+

Ion
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What if two or more atoms 
combine to form a particle? 

molecule  

H2O ☛ water

p+ p+

  8p+ 

  8n
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Light and Atoms  

 Light interacts with atoms in specific ways  

Allows us to measure properties of the object 

such as composition & temperature  

The key☛ the spectrum of an object

➣

(intensity as a function of wavelength) 

➣

➣
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Energy Levels in Atoms 

Electrons in atoms do NOT ︎orbit︎ around the nucleus like 

little planets - their position better described by 
probability waves

However, they do move in different ︎energy states︎ some 

electrons in a given atom have more energy than others

These energy states are ︎quantized ︎– there are only 

certain energies that the electrons are allowed to have

This is quantum physics 
☛
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How do electrons move between levels? 

Example ☛ Energy jumps A, B and C allowed; D is not possible 

for this atom, E ionizes the atom with an energy gain of >3.4 eV 

Electrons can move between levels if they are given or give out 

the exact amount of energy corresponding to the difference in 

the energy levelsElectrons can move 
between levels if they 
are given or give out the 
exact amount of  energy 
corresponding to the 
difference in the energy 
levels.  

 
For hydrogen, if an 

electron at level 1 
(Ground state) is given 
more than 13.6 eV of 
energy, the electron will 
fly free (ionize) 

 
Example: Energy jumps A, B and C 
allowed;  D is not possible for this 
atom. E ionizes the atom with an 
energy gain of >3.4 eV 

How do electrons move between levels? 
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•  Each atom has a different set of energy levels ! 
different spectrum 

•  Identification of spectral lines allows to 
determine the composition of a celestial object 

•  Each atom has a different set of energy levels ! 
different spectrum 

•  Identification of spectral lines allows to 
determine the composition of a celestial object 

helium

neon

sodium

•  Each atom has a different set of energy levels ! 
different spectrum 

•  Identification of spectral lines allows to 
determine the composition of a celestial object 

Each atom has a different set of energy levels ! 
different spectrum 

Identification of spectral lines allows to determine 
the composition of a celestial object 

.

.
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Where does that energy come from  
(energy increase) or go to (energy decrease)?? 

PHOTONS! 
The energy change between levels is equal to the energy of the photon 

Larger energy jumps will be SHORTER wavelength photons! 

Where does that energy come from (energy 
increase) or go to (energy decrease)?? 

•  The energy change 
between levels is 
equal to the energy 
of the photon. 

•  Larger energy jumps 
will be SHORTER 
wavelength photons! 

PHOTONS! 

Where does that energy come from (energy 
increase) or go to (energy decrease)?? 

•  The energy change 
between levels is 
equal to the energy 
of the photon. 

•  Larger energy jumps 
will be SHORTER 
wavelength photons! 

PHOTONS! 
Where does that energy come from (energy 

increase) or go to (energy decrease)?? 

•  The energy change 
between levels is 
equal to the energy 
of the photon. 

•  Larger energy jumps 
will be SHORTER 
wavelength photons! 

PHOTONS! 

410.1 
nm

434.0 
nm

486.1 
nm

656.3 
nm

656.3 
nm

486.1 
nm

434.0 
nm

410.1 
nm

a.-

b.-

c.-
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Absorption Spectrum 

•  If light with a continuous spectrum shines through a cloud of 
COOL gas with electrons in low-energy states, the gas can 
absorb photons OF THE RIGHT ENERGIES to move 
electrons to excited states 

Absorption Spectrum  

Absorption Line Spectrum 

If light with a continuous spectrum shines through a cloud of 

COOL gas with electrons in low-energy states, the gas can absorb 

photons OF THE RIGHT ENERGIES to move electrons to excited states 
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Resulting spectrum shows DARK LINES of absorption

Corresponds to wavelengths where the atom has absorbed     
a photon and excited an electron to a higher energy state 

Why don’ ︎t we see those atoms re-emit the same photon 

when they de-excite? 

Atoms WILL emit these photons again and electrons fall 

back to ground state, BUT photons will be scattered in 

all directions and so most will be lost from our sight 

.

.

*

*
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Solar Spectrum (as seen from 
Earth) Solar Spectrum (as seen from Earth) 
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Where could the dark lines
in the Solar spectrum be coming from? 

A. Absorption in the Sun︎’s atmosphere  

B. Emission from the Sun︎’s atmosphere  

C.  Absorption in the interior of the Sun  

D. Emission from the interior of the Sun 
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Where could the dark lines
in the Solar spectrum be coming from? 

A. Absorption in the Sun︎’s atmosphere  

B. Emission from the Sun’︎s atmosphere  

C.  Absorption in the interior of the Sun  

D. Emission from the interior of the Sun 
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Light as Information Bearer through 
its interaction with matter 

   By studying the spectrum of an object, we can learn its: 
•  Composition 
•  Temperature 
•  Velocity 

We can separate light into its different wavelengths (spectrum). 

need a microscopic description of matter
To understand the interaction of light with matter

ultraviolet blue green red infrared
waveength

i
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What is this object? 
What is this object? 

•  Let�s use its spectral information to 
determine what it is. 

What is this object? 
42

A. Venus 

B. Mars 

C. The Moon 

D.Pluto



Light as Information Bearer through 
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What is this object? 
What is this object? 

•  Let�s use its spectral information to 
determine what it is. 

What is this object? 

Let’︎s use its spectral information to determine what it is 
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What is this object? 
What is this object? 

•  Let�s use its spectral information to 
determine what it is. 

What is this object? 

Reflected Sunlight: Continuous spectrum of visible light 
is like the Sun ︎ except that some of the blue light has 

been absorbed - object must look red 
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What is this object? What is this object? 

Reflected Sunlight: 
Continuous spectrum of 
visible light is like the 
Sun�s except that some 
of the blue light has been 
absorbed - object must 
look red 

Reflected Sunlight: Continuous spectrum of visible light 
is like the Sun ︎s except that some of the blue light has 

been absorbed - object must look red 
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Light as Information Bearer through 
its interaction with matter 
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What is this object? 
What is this object? 

•  Let�s use its spectral information to 
determine what it is. 

What is this object? 

T h e r m a l R a d i a t i o n : 
Infrared spectrum peaks at 
a wavelength corresponding 
to a temperature of 225 K 
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What is this object? 
What is this object? 

•  Let�s use its spectral information to 
determine what it is. 

What is this object? 

C a r b o n D i o x i d e : 
Absorption lines are 
the fingerprint of 
CO2 in the atmosphere 
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Light as Information Bearer through 
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What is this object? 
What is this object? 

•  Let�s use its spectral information to 
determine what it is. 

What is this object? 

Ultraviolet Emission Lines: 
Indicate a hot upper atmosphere 
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B.Mars!

Light as Information Bearer through 
its interaction with matter 

   By studying the spectrum of an object, we can learn its: 
•  Composition 
•  Temperature 
•  Velocity 

We can separate light into its different wavelengths (spectrum). 

need a microscopic description of matter
To understand the interaction of light with matter
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What is this object? 
What is this object? 

•  Let�s use its spectral information to 
determine what it is. 

What is this object? 

Mars! 

What is this object? 
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QUERY 16

Heated lithium atoms emit photons of light with an energy of 2.961 × 10−19 Joules

Calculate the frequency and wavelength of one of these photons,                   

what is the color of the emitted light?

[Hint: h = 6.62 × 10−34 J s and c = 3 × 108 m/s]
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QUERY 16

Heated lithium atoms emit photons of light with an energy of 2.961 × 10−19 Joules

Calculate the frequency and wavelength of one of these photons,                   

what is the color of the emitted light?

[Hint: h = 6.62 × 10−34 J s and c = 3 × 108 m/s]

The frequency is ☛ f = E/h = 4.469 × 1014 Hz

The wavelength is ☛ λ = c/f = 6.709 × 10−7 m 

This corresponds to red light 
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